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Want to know how to effectively market your app, 
deal with mobile ad networks and avoid fraud? This 
playbook provides you with insider knowledge and best 
practices from the experts at Performance Revenues. 
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Introduction
This playbook is designed to provide useful app marketing tips. The content comes from experienced app  
marketers at Performance Revenues and covers the following topics:

• How to Reach Positive ROI with Mobile App Marketing

• How to Negotiate with Mobile Ad Networks

• How to Avoid Fraud in Mobile App Marketing

This guide was produced by the team at Performance Revenues working with mobyaffiliates.com - the mobile 
marketing exhange.

About the Authors

Ron Brightman has been doing performance marketing for over a decade, in senior roles at various companies, such 
as 888, Bwin.Party and eToro. During the last 4 years, Ron is a founder and CEO of Performance Revenues – a      
mobile performance marketing network that boasts exclusive relations with some of the world’s top advertisers.

Oded Frommer has many years of experience at performance marketing as an affiliate. 4 years ago Oded founded 
Performance Revenues – managing the company’s ongoing activity with it’s thousands of affiliates and it’s various 
top mobile advertisers, delivering high volumes of quality users worldwide.

http://mobyaffiliates.com
http://performancerevenues.com
http://mobyaffiliates.com
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How to Reach Positive ROI 
with Mobile App Marketing
When looking to reach positive return on investment (ROI) for your mobile app through performance based 
marketing, you should always keep one simple formula in mind:

 ROI = ARPU/CPA

ARPU (Average Revenues Per User) is the average revenues that your app’s users generate over their lifetime, 
through whatever monetization method that is in place (most commonly it is either in-app purchase and/or ads 
inside the app). It is also referred to as LTV - Life Time Value.

To your ARPU you may add a factor to take into account the virility element of the app, so if for every bought 
user you get 0.1 additional users then you should increase your number by 10%.

CPA (Cost Per Acquisition) is the average direct cost to acquire a user that generates the above revenues. 
Since most networks sell users based on cost per install (CPI), then your CPA = CPI/CVR, meaning, the cost per 
install divided by the conversion rate from install to purchase. To reach positive returns on your marketing, all 
you have to do is to make sure that ARPU > CPA. However, as many app developers already understand, this is 
challenging.

So, how can you get there?

Segmentation

The above formula uses the average value for both ARPU and CPA. On the global average you may find it hard 
or impossible to reach positive ROI, however you might be able to find your profitability in a specific segment. 
For example, it might be the case that the ARPU you get from iOS users in Malaysia, divided by the CPA for 
these users, yields a much more favorable ratio compared to other such segments. This means that you should 
follow the profitability trail and target that segment.

The most common segments by which you should slice your numbers are: operating system, country, type of 
traffic, and source:

OS: iOS vs Android

In general, Android CPI rates are about 20-30% cheaper compared to iOS. The flip side is that iOS users are 
prone to spend more money, so they are worth more (higher ARPU), especially if you have in-app purchase 
options, but the same case is apparent for ad-revenues. The flip side, however, is that Android has a bigger 
market share, is growing faster, and in some countries represents over 80% of smartphones, so it is more 
scalable in many countries.

http://mobyaffiliates.com
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Geo Targeting:

ARPU and CPI rates, for a free app, vary per country. In general, the pricing roughly correlates with the financial 
strength of the citizens of that country (GDPPC). There are no set rules and there are several additional 
parameters that influence the variation of rates across countries, however, you can usually expect to pay for 
Tier 1/western (or western-like) countries, about twice or triple relative to markets such as LATAM, eastern 
Europe and most of Asia (except for JP, KR, SG and HK). Whereas users from countries such as India, Pakistan, 
Africa (except for SA) and Arab countries (except the Emirates) may be delivered at less than a quarter of the 
cost of Tier 1 countries.

Most western developers mainly target the United States as the ARPU is high and the available population 
is big. This causes CPI rates to stay very competitive there. Eastern developers recently increased the 
competitiveness in the richer Asian markets. Therefore, try to find signs for a sweet spot in less targeted 
markets. If you do find them, make sure to translate your app to the local languages and even local themes.

Type: Incentivized (rewarded) vs. Non-Incent:

Incentivized campaigns mean that the users get an incentive to install your app. This incentive is usually in 
the form of virtual goods or virtual currency in another app (for example, a user who wants to get a boost/
additional round in the candy splash app may either buy it with real money, or alternatively, install your app to 
get the boost for free). There are also other forms of incentivization but they are less common.

Incentivized users are usually much less interested in your app, so they are less expected to become active 
users in your app and are prone to delete the app from their phones faster than other users. However, they are 
also much cheaper compared to non-incent users, at about ⅓ to ⅓ the cost.

So why do so many developers buy incentivized users? There are 3 main reasons:

1. You can get about five users for the price of one.

2. If your app is attractive, some of them will stay and become active users.

3. Due to the high volume of new users, there is a positive effect on the app store ranking, which may result in 
additional free quality users.

Other Targeting:

The vast majority of developers, and the vast majority of networks, target by OS and geographic location.  
Additional targeting in mobile, such as by gender, age, interest, or city, is possible, however it is complex, not 
common, and significantly limits the available inventory of traffic sources. Consequently, these targeting 
options are often more expensive than targeting by OS and geo. The result is that it’s almost never used by any 
of the main developers and is not available by most networks, especially on the CPI model.

Source:

Not all sources are created equal. In fact, ARPU variation by traffic source may be even greater than by country 
or OS. Therefore, it is crucial to choose the right networks to work with, and in case the network provides low 
quality traffic, to replace it with another.

http://mobyaffiliates.com
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In addition, advertising networks usually send traffic from a variety of sources. These can be anything from 1 to 
100 or more sources. Traffic quality and relevance for your app varies significantly between sources. Therefore, 
it is crucial to make sure that the network passes back to you the source ID (usually referred to as Sub ID) 
so you may optimize based on source. Getting traffic from a network with many sources is a key element for 
reaching positive ROI.

Some networks may do this work for you (if you allow the network to get the info on an additional event, past 
the install, the network can optimize it’s traffic sources for you). It is not uncommon to see that one source has a 
conversion rate of 70% from install to tutorial finish, whereas another traffic source has a 5% conversion rate. A 
decent network will immediately pause the bad performing source without waiting for your feedback!

The most commonly used optimization method in the performance-based realm (also historically) is to start 
wide and, based on the tracked and measured results, narrow down to the best performing segments. The 
above segmenting options should be used to reach the right matrix of the best performing segments of OS, 
country, type, and source which produce a ratio of ARPU > CPA.

http://mobyaffiliates.com
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Tips for Negotiating with   
Mobile Ad Networks
Getting the best out of your mobile traffic sources is key to effective app marketing. This article provides some 
suggestions for how to get the best deal from your mobile ad network.  

1. Don’t sign an IO without doing the following:

• Make sure the IO (insertion order) has all the details of the deal you agreed upon: OS, Countries, Allowed 
traffic types, Budget, Payment terms, Cancellation terms, etc.

• List if you allow or not allow incentivized traffic. You don’t want to get incent users when you pay non-
incent rates. Same for app-discovery traffic.

• List the budget of the campaign. If you know that the network can be trusted, you can allocate a significant 
budget. Otherwise you should usually start with a smaller budget ($10 – $20K).

• List the daily cap. On top of the general campaign budget, this enables you time to review the quality of the 
traffic. It is advisable to start with a low cap ($300-$500 per day or so) and after few days you may increase 
it if all is well. We even advise our clients to place a lower daily cap per sub-ID.

• List the payment terms. If you can, always post-pay. Net+30 is customary. Unless you know you can trust 
the network, don’t place too much funds with networks who demand a pre-payment. Always have a money-
back-guarantee for non-delivered conversions.

• Counting: Make sure that the numbers you are billed upon are the numbers from your tracking platform 
and not the network’s numbers.

• Have an out clause of 48 working hours’ notice. This is important in case you need to pause or change 
anything for any reason.

• Disqualified conversions: You must have the right to disqualify conversions. This obviously should only 
be done for valid reasons, such as fraud, with proof, and there should be a time limit for disqualifying 
conversions, but you should state it in the IO.

http://mobyaffiliates.com
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2. Negotiation points and tips:

• Negotiate. Almost anyone will accommodate their demands to meet your needs and win your budget.

• Make sure that you only pay for CPI and nothing else. CPI event is most commonly referred to as install + 
open of your app on the user’s device.

• Transparency: Most networks won’t disclose the names of their traffic sources, unless you have an agency 
deal or similar unique deal with them. You may still ask to get it (but be prepared to get a no for this one).

3. How to get going:

• Make sure you have conversion tracking installed on your app before you release it to the app store, espe-
cially with iOS, else you will have to re-submit it and to wait again for Apple’s approval.

• While you are at it, make sure that within the tracking configuration you define additional events, past the 
install event, such as registration / completion of tutorial or first screen / social sharing event / payment 
event. This enables better optimization for you and also for the advertising network.

• Prepare your creative. The most commonly used banner on mobile campaigns anywhere is 320×50 pixels. 
Static JPEG is preferable. PNG is also OK. Up to 40 KB where possible. If you target non English speaking 
countries it IS important to translate your banners.

• Get in touch with your chosen network and sign an IO, as detailed above.

• Send the tracking link and banners.

• Make sure the network passes you their sub-ID and that you are passing them the deep-funnel event for 
optimization.

http://mobyaffiliates.com
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How to Avoid Fraud in   
Mobile App Marketing
The objective of this article is to help you, as an app developer or advertiser, to discover fraud in your perfor-
mance based mobile campaigns. Fraud is a common phenomenon when buying mobile app users, so develop-
ers and advertisers must be aware of its existence and the methods to detect and deal with it. There are two 
approaches to detect fraud, a very short one and a pretty long one. The short version: If it is too good to be true, 
it is fraud!

The above is obviously a generalization, but it does hold true in about 90% of cases. Therefore, the problem 
with this method is not it’s inaccuracy, it’s the lack of ability/interest to terminate a campaign just because it 
is too good. Consequently, in most cases, you will take the extra steps to make certain you are not losing on a 
potentially good opportunity just because it is too good. The long version: Well, it is long, so let’s start.

Fraud may be divided into three different categories:

1. Forbidden traffic

2. Technical frauds

3. Networks fraud

Forbidden traffic

The most common method of using forbidden traffic is when a publisher sends incentivized traffic to non-incen-
tivized offer. Meaning, the publisher used low quality traffic and is expecting you to pay premium rates.

The easiest way to discover this kind of activity is by looking at the conversion rate (from click to install). You 
know your product, so you should know the average conversion rates one may expect. If, for example, your 
conversion rate is 2.5% (and ranges +-2%), the likelihood of getting a 25% conversion rate with similar traffic is 
almost does non-existent. Therefore, in most cases as the above, you are getting incentivized traffic.

There are several other ways to get such a high conversion rate, the most common one is by using “brand bid-
ding” on search engines, so make sure to forbid it in the IO’s you sign (more about negotiating IOs with adver-
tising networks here). The “smart” fraud-publishers try to hide the incentivized traffic within non incentivized 
traffic. They usually buy cheap clicks in order to decrease the conversion rate. The best way we found to reveal 
this practice is by running an hourly report where you may see sharp peaks in clicks.

The other way to use forbidden traffic is when publishers use specific sources which you don’t want anyone 
to use. This may be because you have already tried them in the past and lost money (an action which you don’t 
want to repeat), or because you know that this is a good source and you want to work with them directly, or 
when these are the types of sources that may hurt your brand.

This fraud type is much harder to discover. The best way to fight it is to try and avoid it in the first place by using 
an aggressive IO: For example, you may place in the IO the following sentence: “The sources below: XXX, YYY, 
ZZZ are forbidden. Using them will terminate the agreement and the publisher will not get paid for his traffic”.

http://mobyaffiliates.com
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Technical fraud

The meaning of “technical fraud” is that the publisher has the ability to make your platform count conversion 
where no such conversions ever occurred. This type of fraud is the shadiest one, as it is literally pure theft.

There are two types of such fraud: The first type can usually be identified when a network is promoting an 
advertiser and the conversion is registered only on the network side and doesn’t appear on the advertiser’s 
side. This scenario usually means that the fraudster hacked the network’s tracking platform (made the pixel/
postback fire by technical means), yet there was no real transaction that took place and therefore the advertis-
er doesn’t see the transaction. It is pretty easy to fight such fraud: All that needs to be done is to whitelist the 
advertiser’s IPs, and only these IPs can launch your pixel. This might push the fraudster to hack the advertiser’s 
pixel, which leads us to the second type of technical fraud: The fraudster hacked the advertiser’s pixel (or post-
back).

By accomplishing this, the fraudster has caused the advertiser to see conversions that didn’t really happen. The 
advertiser can recognize this fraud when the user’s value is 0, and no actions were ever made by these users. 
Lots of fraudsters like to say that the “traffic was low quality, but not fraud” (and thus use it for incent cam-
paigns), however, this is pure fraud, not worth anything at all.

The only way to fight it is by using a fraud detection tool. These tools detect and analyze several parameters per 
each conversion. The tool then alerts you, for example, when conversions come from abused IPs, or when there 
is unusual or suspicious behavior of the traffic, such as when 95% of the conversions came from Explorer for an 
iPad campaign. These tools also rely on information that they aggregate across multiple other networks, to de-
tect specific proxies and other facilities commonly used by fraudsters. These tools provide alerts for suspected 
fraud traffic; however the decision remains in your hands. We are using Scrubkit as our fraud detection system. 
This tool, although designed for web and only later adjusted to fit mobile, usually finds the fraud conversions 
well before our clients become aware of it, which enables us to inform our clients about it in advance.

Since most of our clients are used to be the ones to complain about suspected fraud to their suppliers, this 
practice significantly tightens the cooperation between our companies, as it enables our clients to rely on us to 
detect and to terminate fraud sources, even without their feedback. Moreover, it saved us from paying fraud 
affiliates for traffic we were not going to get paid for once the advertiser would analyze his data at the end of 
the month.

Networks that are not using a dedicated fraud detection platform are gaining some easy revenues in the short 
term by getting paid for fraud traffic (and saving the cost of these tools), but eventually will be left out of the 
game. Advertisers are advised not to buy traffic from network that don’t utilize such fraud detection tools.

Networks Fraud

There are many networks out there. Some are decent, some fraud their clients (as you read above) and some 
fraud their publishers. The below specifies the latter. It is a common case to see a specific (usually a very popu-
lar) offer that many networks have at the same rate. Then all of a sudden, one network provides the offer at a 
significantly higher rate. In most cases this may be due to the network’s ability to get higher rates from the ad-
vertiser, however, some networks are able to extend higher payouts through deception, by deleting (“shaving” 
or “scrubbing”) conversions from the publisher (and thus offer higher rate per reported conversion).

Publishers who suspect that their network is practicing the above may detect it by running the said offer 
through several networks and comparing the conversion rate (Note that conversion rates may slightly fluctuate 
between networks due to different tracking platforms).

http://mobyaffiliates.com
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Another type of network fraud happens when networks don’t pay their publishers for unjustified reasons, such 
as claiming fraud where there is none, and networks that simply don’t pay until they vanish and leave all of their 
publisher’s debts unpaid. These are usually very small and shady networks or the ones that are over-flashy, 
promising their publishers to get rich fast. Such networks don’t have any right to exist, as they cut off the branch 
they sit on. So, if you see an unknown network that offers great payouts – Check it out carefully, and if you can – 
get a prepayment.

Another point which was mentioned earlier and should also concern publishers: Networks that intentionally 
frauds the advertiser, by sending incent traffic to non-incentivized offers (or by other means) are also danger-
ous for the publishers, because eventually the advertiser will not pay the network and the publisher will not get 
paid.

Therefore, if you are in the game for the long run, don’t do business with such networks. You can recognize 
them when they tell you that you may bundle incent with non-incent traffic (on specific ratio, 50-50 for exam-
ple), or when the offer pays way too high for incent traffic – be suspicious! Remember – If it’s too good to be 
true, it’s usually fraud…

http://mobyaffiliates.com
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Performance Revenues is a mobile affiliate network with various offers worldwide. 
The network boasts several exclusive and top paying offers in popular verticals such 
as mobile games, utilities, dating, travel and more. The network is one of the leaders in 
casino/gambling offers for both real money and virtual currency. Additionally, it is the 
only mobile affiliate network to offer a variety of exclusive mobile apps campaigns in 
the forex and binary vertical.

Performance Revenue’s affiliate scheme is committed to providing 99% fill rates with 
offers across the globe on both web and mobile. Top converting offers with the highest 
payouts are exclusively available on the network, and 100% reliable tracking and 
reporting tools make management simple.

• Exclusive Offers!

• Achieve 99% fill rates on global web and mobile offers.

• Timely payouts on top converting offers

• Special payment terms for high quality publishers

Promote top-converting exclusive offers
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